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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to propose an alternative method 
of Vertical Landing Payload though the use of an integrated 
multicopter system. The quadcopter payload system extends four 
arms with propellers to stabilize descent. This report aims to 
address issues in the aerospace industry. The recovery and reuse 
of expensive equipment lower the cost of space travel. Upright 
landings allow for stable and soft descents which prevent the 
equipment from being damage and allow the reuse of it. 

There are two primary reasons for designing a section of a rocket 
that can land upright. The first reason is that the section can 
contain a payload that requires a specific orientation upon landing, 
such as extra-planetary vehicles or people. The second reason is 
that it can be cost-effective by allowing an expensive component 
to be recovered undamaged and then reused 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The NASA Student Launch is a research based, competitive, and 
experimental exploration project that provides relevant and cost 
effective research and development. The commitment is to design, 
build, launch, and fly a payload and vehicle components that 
support NASA research on high-power rockets to an altitude of 
5,280 feet above ground level in a span of 8 months. The 
challenge of the competition is based on multiple experiment 
options, and this team decided to participate in the experiment that 
deals with target identification and landing control.  

This competition allows for students to design and manufacture a 
rocket and promotes a thorough engineering process by which 
different design report reviews are made and sent to NASA. 
Teams must successfully complete a Preliminary Design Review 
(PDR), Critical Design Review (CDR), Flight Readiness Review 
(FRR), and Launch Readiness Review (LRR) that include safety 
briefings, and an analysis of vehicle systems, ground support 
equipment, and flight data. 

1.1 Literature Survey 
The approach is for the section to be a multicopter. There are 
many types of multicopter configurations, many of which were 
reviewed for this project. In all standard configurations, the more 
motors a multicopter has, the more lifting power it will have. The 
standard quadcopter has four motors on four arms spaced 90 
degrees apart. They are the most popular type of multicopter and 
less complex to design. There are four configurations for the 
arms: “X” (Figure 1), “+” and “H”. The advantage of the “X” and 
“H” configurations is that a centrally located camera will not 
capture the propellers. The advantage of the “+” configuration is 
that manual control is easier. 

Figure 1. “X” Quadcopter 

The flight controller of a UAV is a circuit board that receives 
sensor data and user commands and sends the appropriate pulse 
width modulation signals to the motors. Standard flight controller 
sensors include the accelerometer, gyroscope, barometer, and 
magnetometer [4].The accelerometer measures lateral 
acceleration, while the gyroscope measures rotational 
acceleration. The barometer measures air pressure, which can be 
used to determine altitude. The magnetometer acts as a compass. 
A GPS is another sensor that can be used for long flights and it is 
used to determine global position. 

ArduPilot is an open source unmanned vehicle platform that was 
initiated in 2007 by members of the DIY Drones community, 
which has tens of thousands of members [1], [6]. The software, 
which has been developed by professional engineers and 
computer scientists, is capable of controlling several types of 
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multirotor aircraft, traditional helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, 
ground rovers, boats and submarines. Earlier versions of 
ArduPilot were programmed using the Arduino programming 
language and utilized a companion ArduPilotMega (APM) flight 
controller. As the project became more involved, the 
programming was mostly performed in C++ and could be run on 
multiple hardware platforms. 
 
The ArduPilot flight controller can be controlled from a base 
station through telemetry utilizing ArduPilot’s Mission Planner 
software. This software allowed the planning, saving and loading 
of missions utilizing waypoints and automated activation of 
servos. In 2013, Mission Planner gained the ability to run Python 
scripts, further extending its functionality. The ArduCopter 
subproject of ArduPilot is specifically designed for controlling 
multirotor aircraft. 
 

1.2 Project Objectives 
The objectives that must be accomplished in for the NASA 
Student Launch competition are to design, build, launch, and land 
a payload. The payload will contain a camera that will identify 
randomly placed targets while it is descending. The payload will 
also have a recovery system that will allow a controlled descent 
and will facilitate in an upright landing. The process will require 
all of the systems on the rocket to perform their tasks correctly. 
Once the rocket reaches the targeted height of 5,280 feet above 
ground level, the apogee height, the payload will then disengage 
from the rocket through black powder combustion. Once the 
payload is detached from the rocket, a drogue parachute will then 
be used to reduce the velocity of the payload after which the 
quadcopter will begin to activate and further decrease the speed at 
which it is descending 

 
Figure 2. Proposed design 

2. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
The structure of the payload had to be designed so that it would 
withstand the sudden increase in gravitational force during launch. 
In order to meet this requirement, the lateral face of the cylindrical 
payload and the circular bulkheads are made of G12 fiberglass 
connected by two steel threaded rods. The parachute had to be 
chosen to ensure that the payload would impact the ground with 
less than 75 ft-lbf of kinetic energy according to NASA’s Student 
Launch safety standards, and a force analysis revealed that the 
impact would theoretically be 26.3 ft-lbf. The electronics, 
propellers and battery were chosen to provide enough thrust to 
maintain stability and ensure an upright landing. A force analysis 
revealed that at terminal velocity, with a payload weight of 3.7 

lbf, a total thrust of 4 lbf would result in the payload achieving 
zero velocity within 4 seconds and 33 feet. 

2.1 Structural Design 
The payload’s structure was designed to ensure easy ejection and 
maximize internal volume. In order to ensure easy ejection the 
main body was composed of a cylindrical coupler specifically 
designed for the rocket that it will be housed in. The circular 
bulkheads will have the same diameter size as the G12 coupler’s 
inner diameter. With both the exterior of the coupler and the 
interior of the rocket being smooth surfaces, this ensured that the 
payload could be ejected without having to overcome significant 
frictional forces. Furthermore, since the payload’s diameter was 
the same as the interior of the rocket, it prevented the possibility 
of the payload achieving an oblique angle during ejection and 
becoming caught. 
 
The cylindrical coupler, while designed for withstanding high 
gravitational forces during rocket flight, was structurally 
weakened by cutting out sections. The top and bottom circular 
faces of the payload were connected by two steel rods in order to 
reinforce the payload’s structure. It also served the purpose of 
keeping the faces properly aligned with the lateral face. 
 

2.2 Force Analysis 
During descent, the total vertical forces acting on the payload are 
weight, force from drag from the parachute, and force from drag 
from the quadcopter. 

 
(1) 

The force from drag is a function of the air density, coefficient of 
drag, and the square of the velocity. 
 

 

(2) 

Terminal velocity occurs when the total force acting on the 
payload is zero. The weight of the payload is 3.7 lbf. The 
parachute manufacturer reported a coefficient of drag of 1.1-1.2, 
and in the interest of not underestimating the descent speed, 1.1 
was used. The coefficient of drag for a cylinder moving parallel to 
flow with the payload’s length-to-diameter ratio is 0.83. The 
resultant terminal velocity is 21.5 ft/s. Figure 3 illustrates the 
terminal velocity of the payload for a variety of weights. The drag 
produced by the quadcopter was found to be nearly insignificant 
compared to that produced by the parachute. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Terminal velocity of the payload as weight increases 
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If the quadcopter malfunctions and does not provide any thrust, 
this results in an impact with the ground of 26.3 ft-lbf, which is 
below the NASA Student Launch maximum of 75 ft-lbf. Figure 
10 shows the change in kinetic energy upon impact with the 
ground as weight increases, with the quadcopter remaining below 
NASA’s maximum until its weight reaches approximately 6.25 
lbf. 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The payload’s kinetic energy upon impact with the 
ground as the weight increases (yellow point represents the 

current design) 

 

When the quadcopter slows the descent speed for upright landing, 
the total vertical forces acting on the payload now incorporates 
thrust. 

 

(3) 

 
When acceleration and velocity are considered as functions of 
time and incorporated into the formulas for the forces, the 
equation becomes 

 

(4) 

  
There are two solutions to this differential equation, depending on 
whether thrust exceeds weight. Although the goal was to design a 
quadcopter whose thrust exceeded its weight by a factor of 1.5, 
the “thrust < weight” solution allowed us to determine the impact 
velocity if adequate thrust could not be obtained. If such was the 
case, it would then allow us to accurately simulate testing on the 
landing gear. 
 
When thrust exceeds weight, the equation for velocity as a 
function of time is 

 
 
Where c = T - W, k =                                            , and c1 is a 
constant                     

based on the terminal velocity at t = 0.  

Utilizing this equation with a weight of 3.7 lbf and a thrust of 4 
lbf, a velocity of zero was reached in 3.0 seconds. As seen in 
Figure 5, the time to hover escalates quickly as weight approaches 
thrust (and in fact, would never hover if the weight equaled or 
exceeded the thrust). However, the plane representing when thrust 
exceeds weight by only 0.5 lbf illustrates that if such were the 
case, hover would still be reached in less than 4 seconds. 

 
Figure 5. The time for the quadcopter to hover as determined 

by thrust and weight 
 
When velocity is represented as distance as a function of time Eq. 
5 becomes 
 
 

                                                                                       (6)          
 
 
The distance, x, that the payload falls from terminal velocity until 
reaching hover is found by integrating Eq. 6. 
 
 

                                                                                        (7) 
 
Where c2 is a constant based on distance x = 0 at t = 0. Utilizing 
the above result for a weight of 3.7 lbf, a thrust of 4 lbf, and the 
previously calculated time to reach hover of 3.0 seconds, the 
distance to reach hover is 18.4 ft. As seen in Figure 6, the distance 
to hover escalates quickly as weight approaches thrust (and in 
fact, would never hover if the weight equaled or exceeded the 
thrust). However, the plane representing when thrust exceeds 
weight by only 0.5 lbf illustrates that if such were the case, hover 
would still be reached in less than 30 feet. 
 

 
Figure 6. The distance for the quadcopter to hover as 

determined by thrust and weight 
 

 

 (5) 
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When thrust does not exceed weight, the equation for velocity as a 
function of time is 
 

                                                                      (8) 
     
Where f = √ 4  and c2 is a constant based on the terminal 
velocity at t = 0. Utilizing this equation with a weight of 3.7 lbf 
and a thrust of 3 lbf, terminal velocity approaches 9.5 ft/s, with a 
velocity of 10.0 ft/s obtained within 2 seconds. Since the thrust 
exceeds weight in the design, no further analysis is necessary. 
 

2.3 Stress Analysis 
Since G12 fiberglass was not an available material option for the 
simulation software, certain material properties had to be input 
into Solidworks to be able to simulate the how the body would 
react if it underwent a harsh landing. The most important part of 
the prototype is the body, without the structural strength of the 
body, the project falls apart entirely and the requirement of 
landing upright is no longer met. Cutting sections into the coupler 
would weaken the structure, various tests were run for this reason. 
The first number of tests that were run was only done on the G12 
coupler alone. Two drop tests were performed; one where the 
body drops a meter and another where it drops at the terminal 
velocity, which is 21.5 m/s. below is comparison of both tests.  
 
Figure (7a) shows the stress analysis from a drop of 1 meter. As 
can be seen from the red marks, the areas that will be most 
affected are those near the bottom, which reaches a high stress of 
21.7 MPa and a minimum of 758 Pa, which is shown by the blue 
colored portion of the coupler.  The maximum displacement 
experiences is .866 mm. Figure (7b) shows the stress analysis of 
the coupler when it drops at a velocity of 21.5 m/s. The maximum 
stressed experienced at impact is 229.6 MP and the minimum is 
4.18 kPa. The maximum displacement experienced is 4.62 mm. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Stress analysis of coupler from a drop of 1 meter 
and (b) from a velocity of 21.5 m/s 

Knowing that the coupler would probably only be able to survive 
one harsh landing, threaded rods were added to the design so it 
can absorb most of the impact. Other than the threaded rods that 
were added to the coupler, a G10 fiberglass bulkhead was added 
to the top as well as a high impact acrylic bulkhead was added to 
the bottom. The simulation that was done was a drop test at a 
velocity equivalent to the terminal velocity. The maximum stress 
experienced was 1.36 GPa and a minimum stress of 1.63 GPa. 
The maximum displacement experienced was .087 mm. After 
viewing the results of the simulations, threaded rods were 
integrated as part of the final design.  

 
Figure 8. Stress analysis of coupler with threaded rods drop 

test at terminal velocity 

2.4 Material Selection 
For the lateral face of the payload G12 fiberglass was used. The 
reason for this was primarily convenience; however the material 
has several favorable properties. G12 fiberglass is a filament-
wound composite that is high-strength, lightweight and 
machinable. It has a high tensile strength (6000 - 12500 psi) and 
high compressive strength (20,000 - 37,000 psi). For the lateral 
face we will be using a G12 coupler that was specifically designed 
for the rocket, so it should easily withstand the expected g-forces. 
 
For the top face G10 fiberglass was used. G10 is lightweight 
(0.0686 - 0.0759 lbf/in3) and is easily machined. It is also 
mechanically strong, having yield strength between 9.43 and 10.2 
ksi and a tensile strength between 10.2 and 10.9 ksi. For the 
bottom face, medium to high impact acrylic was selected.  
 
Threaded steel rods were chosen to maintain the position of the 
G12 lateral face and the top and bottom G-10 faces, as well as 
provide additional support. The propeller arms were 3D printed.  
 

2.5 Component Design/Selection 
The initial weight estimation was 3.7 pounds. Motor thrust data 
tables were referenced to determine motor and propeller size 
combinations that would result in a total thrust in excess of 4 lbf, 
or 1 lbf per motor. Harrell tested the DYS Fire 2206 2300kv 
brushless motor with the following propellers: HQProp 5x4, 
Gemfan 5x4.5BN, and KingKong 6x4, as seen in Table 4 [3]. 
 
Table 1. Motor thrust data table for DYS Fire 2206 2300kv 
brushless motor 
 

 HQProp 5x4 Gemfan 5x4.5BN KingKong 6x4 

Throttle 
Thrust 
(lbf) 

Current 
(A) 

Thrust 
(lbf) 

Current 
(A) 

Thrust 
(lbf) 

Current 
(A) 

25% 0.25 2.16 0.28 2.27 0.37 2.64 

50% 0.73 5.00 0.82 5.47 1.07 6.97 

75% 1.43 10.97 1.59 12.25 2.04 16.06 

100% 2.23 20.29 2.37 24.78 3.08 29.93 
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The DYS Fire 2206 2300kv motor is capable of meeting the 
minimum requirements for all four propellers that were tested. 
Gemfan 5040 propellers were used, which are comparable to the 
HQProp 5x4 propellers. 
 
Harrell’s test also recorded amperage requirements of up to 29.93 
(for the KingKong 6x4 propeller at 100% throttle), so to meet this 
requirement the Lumenier F390 30A BLHeli electronic speed 
controllers were used. Harrell utilized a 4s LiPo battery, which is 
capable of providing 16.8 volts. With four motors drawing a 
maximum of 120A of current, the current capacity (mAh) and C-
rating (hr) had to be chosen to meet this demand, where the 
maximum current draw is equal to the product of the current and 
the C-rating [2]. In addition to being able to supply the current for 
maximum draw, the battery had to be chosen to ensure it would 
last the entire flight. Assuming the motors begin providing thrust 
at 5280 feet and a terminal velocity of 21.5 ft/s, the descent would 
take a maximum of 4.1 minutes. At 75% throttle, which is more 
throttle than should be necessary to maintain stability, the 
KingKong 6x4 propellers draw the most current at 16.06 A, which 
would require a current capacity of 1100 mAh. Based on the 
maximum current draw and required flight time, a Lumenier 1800 
mAh 4s 75C LiPo Battery was selected, which would have a 
maximum current draw of 135A and a maximum flight time of 6.7 
minutes. 

 
The RCTimer ArduFlyer (APM 2.5.2) flight controller was used 
since it came preinstalled with the ArduPilot open source code, as 
well as an accelerometer, gyroscope and altimeter. The EMAX 
Power Distribution Board 0512 5V/12V was chosen due to its 
small size, number of pads, and 5V and 12V outputs. 
 

2.6 Software Selection 
Since the quadcopter is required to react to sensors and perform 
actions that are not standard for hobbyists, open-source was 
chosen, rather than proprietary, software so that it could be 
altered. Of the open-source platforms that were researched, the 
ArduPilot suite of unmanned vehicle platforms had the most 
useful examples and the largest community. The ArduCopter 
version 3.2.1 open-source multicopter unmanned aerial vehicle 
platform was chosen as the platform for this project. While not the 
most recent version of the platform, it is functional and there are 
several advantages to using it instead of a more recent version. 
Version 3.2.1 was the last version to utilize the Arduino 
programming language. The Arduino IDE is supported on Mac 
OS and was familiar to the lead programmer. Example code 
demonstrating the programming of a quadcopter, including a PID 
controller, was found and understood [5]. 
 
Version 3.2.1 runs on the Pixhawk 1 & 2 and ArduPilotMega 1 & 
2 flight controllers. Later versions only work on the Pixhawk 
flight controllers. The Pixhawk flight controllers cost upwards of 
$200, while the ArduPilotMega flight controllers cost less than 
half of that. Considering that testing will involve dropping the 
quadcopter from a significant height, a catastrophic failure could 
be very expensive.A disadvantage of utilizing Version 3.2.1 as 
opposed to more recent versions is that there is more support 
available for the newer versions than for older versions. Since 
ArduCopter is an open-source program, this support is in the form 
of volunteers in an online forum. No official or guaranteed 
product support is available for any versions. 

2.7 Design Overview 
The final design is pictured in its two configurations: stored 
(Figure 9). The final design consists of a G12 fiber coupler with 
windows cut out for arms. The top face is a circular piece of G10 
fiberglass and the bottom face is a bulkhead of medium to high 
impact acrylic. The arms are 3D printed pieces that will be 
connect with spring hinges. The arms and electronics are mounted 
to fiberglass decks located in the interior of the payload. 

 

 
             (a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 9. (a) Quadcopter in stored configuration (b) 
Quadcopter in extended configuration 

 

The circuit diagram for the components that control the arm 
release and motors is pictured in Figure 10. The flight controller 
contains a barometer, accelerometer and gyroscope. The 
ArduPilot software will utilize these sensors to send signals to the 
electronic speed controls, which in turn adjust the speed of the 
motors. The flight controller will send a signal to the propeller 
arm servo according to the altitude and vertical velocity. The 
flight controller is connected to a receiver so that a transmitter on 
the ground can activate fail-safes. The telemetry module is 
necessary for Python script to be interpreted by Mission Planner 
and send the instructions to the quadcopter. The GPS module 
allows the quadcopter to be tracked, in accordance with NASA 
requirements. The power is supplied by a LiPo battery, which is 
connected to a power distribution board and battery eliminator 
circuit, which allows the appropriate voltages to be supplied to the 
different electronic components.   

 
Figure 10. Circuit diagram for the arm servo and motors 
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The parachute system is separate from the flight control system, in 
accordance with NASA’s safety standards, and the circuit diagram 
is pictured in Figure 11. The flight computers contain a barometer 
and an accelerometer. When the flight computer detects a specific 
altitude during descent, it closes a switch, sending current to ignite 
a black powder charge which will eject the parachute. In 
accordance with NASA safety standards, there is a redundant 
flight computer. 

 
Figure 11. Circuit diagram for the parachute 

 

3. PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION 
3.1 Overview 
As the final design was finalized and chosen, and the materials 
were purchased, the construction of the prototype and design 
began underway. The parts arrived two weeks after ordering and 
the machining of the parts took the majority of the time as cutting 
the couplers needed to be handled carefully and wearing proper 
attire for safety. The total time it took for machining and 
assembling the structure of the quadcopter was about 10 days and 
the team was assembling for one month. 

The prototype involved assembling the whole quadcopter and it 
was divided into three different sections. The first and most 
arduous section was the programming and working with the flight 
controls and software. The second section was the machining of 
all the parts in order to manufacture them to the finalized designs 
that were selected. The final section was the assembling of all the 
components which had to be done once testing for the program 
was working and then further testing with the finalized design 
could begin. After all of these different prototyping stages was 
complete is when the team could progress to testing the final 
prototype and finishing the quadcopter. 

 

3.2 Process 
When constructing and machining began, the team focused on 
machining down and cutting the main parts that were used in the 
assembly. Cutting of the bulkheads was first as these were the 
main components inside of the coupler. For the acrylic bulkhead, 
a dremel was used to reduce the diameter of the bulkhead from 6 
inches to 5.2 inches to fit inside of the coupler. 

Once it was reduced to the correct size, the next thing was to drill 
holes for the threaded rods to go through as well as where the 
spring hinges and the camera are to be mounted. To be precise, 
1:1 scale prints of the drawing were made to correctly drill the 
positions. The following step was to start drilling into the coupler, 

to do this and be precise as possible, the diameter of the coupler 
was traced along where the arm cutouts would be. 

Once the outlining of the sections that were going to be cut out 
were made, the next thing was to figure out how to properly cut 
into fiberglass with as much precision and minimal damage to the 
coupler. Also proper attire was necessary for cutting into 
fiberglass as it is glass and the dust can be very harmful when 
inhaled or makes contact to the skin. Masks were worn, protective 
eyewear, and windbreakers with the sleeves rolled out and plastic 
gloves all in order to prevent the fiberglass dust from making 
contact with the skin. 

 
Figure 12. Team members cutting coupler 

Cutting into the fiberglass began and went about this by drilling 
small holes all throughout the inside lining of the cutouts and was 
repeated did for all four sides that were going to be cut out. By 
performing it this way, the stress that is made when cutting inside 
the fiberglass was reduced and already drilling into all the sides 
and not one side at a time. The tool that was most widely used 
was the dremel and also a thin disked tool which cut through each 
hole that was previously made and cut through all four cutouts. 

 
Figure 13. Fiberglass coupler after cutting 

Once the cutouts were removed, using the dremel drill bit to 
smoothen the sides was next. What followed next was the cutting 
of the fiberglass bulkheads which since is fiberglass caution had 
to be taken when cutting into them. The same procedure used to 
cut the acrylic bulkheads was used for the fiberglass as a print out 
of the part to scale was used to drill precisely the holes for the 
threaded rods and the canister where the parachute would go. The 
difficulty with cutting of the bulkheads was to align the holes 
correctly to each other and make sure everything was centered as 
everything had to have a tight tolerance in order for all the 
components to fit.  
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The holes were aligned and fit it into the coupler which held 
perfectly. So now after the bulkheads were fitted to the coupler, 
the next thing was to reinforce the coupler with clear nail polish to 
prevent the fibers from becoming loose and shear as when being 
cut into, shearing was inevitable. 

Also once all the components such as the bulkheads and the 
threaded rods were inserted and placed to mock the actual 
assembly and made sure that the propeller arms were adjusted 
well into the acrylic bulkhead, preparations for the epoxy of the 
top and bottom bulkheads were taken into account so that they 
would be fixed. The center bulkheads would be fixed between two 
locknuts within the threaded rods to secure them in place. The 
threaded rods were longer than the coupler to allow to longer 
length in order to have extra than less. The rod was machined 
down and sanded once it was cut with a saw. 

Once all the parts were cut to size and ready to be assembled the 
components were fit inside of the coupler to test how the parts fit 
together before using epoxy to settle the components. The 
components were then assembled and wiring to the motors was 
added throughout the quadcopter to where the electronics are 
placed at the top of the quadcopter.  
 

 
Figure 14. Bottom acrylic bulkhead with propeller arms 

 
With all the components assembled then began the testing of the 
program and all the components to perform correctly. The main 
concern with the testing was to make sure that all the systems 
were working correctly and at the correct moment.  
 

 

Figure 15. Finished prototype displayed  

3.3 Prototype Cost Analysis  
This project required skill from Mechanical, Electrical and 
Computer engineering disciplines. As a way to be organized and 
keep track of the expenses, the project was broken down into two 
parts: Body and Electronics.  

The Body section of the cost analysis includes items such as the 
coupler, the spring hinges, screws, nuts, bolts, propellers, the steel 
rods and the acrylic disks.  

The electronics section dealt with items such as the motors, flight 
controller, power distribution boards, wires, altimeter and the 
power module.  

As can be seen below the cost for the prototype to be built was 
only $751.87 

Table 2. Cost Analysis Breakdown 

Body $323.38 

Electronics  $428.29 

Grand Total $751.87 
 

4. TESTING AND EVALUATION 
4.1 Overview 
The arm release, stabilization, landing, and vertical landing 
detection were tested by building a simple quadcopter with similar 
weight, similar arm length and the required electronic components 
of the final design (Figure 16). Once these functioned 
successfully, the electronics would be moved to the final design.  

 
Figure 16. Simple quadcopter used for testing code 

 

4.2 Design of Experiments - Description of 
Experiments view 
The simple quadcopter was initially tested utilizing the ArduPilot 
project’s Mission Planner software. This software is a ground 
station application that simplifies the process of loading the 
ArduCopter firmware; setting up, configuring and tuning the 
vehicle; and planning and loading simple autonomous missions. 
Through the use of telemetry, Mission Planner allows the 
monitoring of the vehicle during operation. Mission Planner is 
also capable of running Python scripts through telemetry. During 
all flight testing, the quadcopter was tethered to a weight or the 
tether was held by a person. 
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Figure 17. Simple quadcopter tethered during land mode 

testing 

Once the simple quadcopter was assembled, Mission Planner was 
used to calibrate the radio (Figure 16), accelerometer and 
compass. The simple quadcopter was then briefly flown to test 
that it responded to the radio transmissions adjusting throttle, 
pitch, roll and yaw. Its stability was also observed, but it was 
determined that unless there were gross stability issues, the 
stability would be thoroughly tested and refined in the final 
design. 

 

 
Figure 18. Radio calibration of quadcopter 

 

Once the simple quadcopter was observed to respond to the radio 
transmitter and was sufficiently stable, the Mission Planner 
software was used to plan a simple Takeoff - Hover - Land 
sequence in which the quadcopter would takeoff, ascend to an 
altitude of five feet, hover for three seconds, and land. 

 

4.3 Test Results and Data 
Figure 19 depicts five trials where the quadcopter was held at a 
stationary altitude and the altitude read every 0.1 second for ten 
seconds. The altitude is internally calculated from the 
measurement of the barometric sensor in the flight controller. 

 
Figure 19. Altitude reading over time when quadcopter is 

stationary 

Table 3. Average and range of altitude readings over ten sec 
when quad is stationary 

Altitude Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 

Average (ft) 1.55 1.59 1.29 1.56 2.17 

Range (ft) 0.16 0.20 0.62 0.46 0.26 

 

4.4 Evaluation of Experimental Results 
The altitude readings when the simple quadcopter was held 
stationary were generally consistent within each trial, with a range 
of no more than 0.62 feet. Between the trials the average altitudes 
differed by as much as 0.88 feet. Since the altitude readings are 
going to be used to determine when the arms will be released, 
which will be at an altitude of a few thousand feet, and when the 
quadcopter will enter its final landing stage, which will be at an 
altitude of at least 30 feet, the differences within and between 
each trial will be inconsequential. 

The response of the quadcopter to the Python script was very 
promising; with the motors appearing to respond correctly and 
nearly instantaneously to each output that signaled the beginning 
of a procedure. The accuracy of the vertical velocity could not be 
tested, but the values would have been based on the tested 
barometric sensor and an internal clock, and they seemed 
reasonable. Snippets of the output during the execution of the 
Python script are shown in Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23. 

 

 
Figure 2. Python script output of initial altitude reading and 

arbitrarily set release altitude 
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Figure 21. Python script output counting down quadcopter 

actions for visual confirmation 

 

 
Figure 22. Python script output disarming the quadcopter 

after 100 consecutive, insignificant vertical velocity readings 

 

A separate execution of the Python script bypassing the servo 
activation, arming and landing was run in order to determine if an 
upright landing could be detected (Figure 23). 
 

 

Figure 23. Python script output confirming successful upright 
landing on the final pitch and roll angle 

4.5 Discussion 
The testing of the barometric sensor was satisfactory, allowing us 
to utilize the altimeter readings when writing the Python script. 
The quadcopter responded quickly and accurately to conditions 
that were based on these sensor readings. The autonomous 
adjustment of throttle during the Land sequence was unsuccessful, 
requiring repair of the quadcopter. It has not been resolved at the 
time of this submission but the outlook is promising. Once 
completed, the electronics can be moved from the simple 
quadcopter into the prototype. 
 
The rocket and this project were not completed in time for the 
NASA Student Launch Flight Readiness Review in early March. 
This precluded it from participating in the NASA Student Launch 
on April 8, 2017. A great deal of progress was made, but 
unexpected and lengthy delays due to the programming of the 
quadcopter proved insurmountable. The project would definitely 
have been completed in time had the use of Python script to 
control the quadcopter been the original approach 
. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Even though the final design was not tested and compared to the 
computational models, the simple quadcopter was tested by 
lowering it from a height using a tether. These tests revealed the 
accuracy and fluctuations of the flight controller’s sensors. The 
program would be using the barometer to determine the altitude, 
which in turn would be used to determine when to release the 
arms and when to begin final descent, and the barometer was 
determined to be accurate enough for our purposes. The program 
would be using the accelerometer and gyroscope to determine the 
pitch and roll of the quadcopter upon landing in order to 
determine if the quadcopter had landed upright, and they were 
both determined to be accurate enough. 
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